Rapid gene identification in a Chinese osteopetrosis family by whole exome sequencing.
Osteopetrosis is a rare genetically heterogeneous disorder of bone metabolism characterized by increased skeleton density. In the past, standard methods for genetic diagnosis of osteopetrosis have primarily been performed by candidate gene screening and positional cloning. However, these methods are time and labor consumptive; and the genetic basis of approximately 30% of the cases is yet to be elucidated. Here, we employed whole exome sequencing of two affected individuals from an osteopetrosis family to identify a candidate mutation in CLCN7 (Y99C). It was identified from a total of 1757 and 1728 genetic variations found in either patient, which were then distilled using filtering strategies and confirmed using Sanger sequencing. We identified this mutation in six family members, while not in population matched controls. This mutation was previously found in osteopetrosis patients by other researchers. Our evolutionary analysis also indicated that it is under extremely high selective pressure, and is likely to be critical for the correct function of ClC-7, and thus is likely to be the responsible cause of disease. Collectively, our data further indicated that mutation (Y99C) may be a cause of osteopetrosis, and highlights the use of whole exome sequencing as a valuable approach to identifying disease mutations in a cost and time efficient manner.